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About This Game

Welcome to Mars!
2288, humanity has advanced so far that it began to conquer other planets. Already conquered and built up: Nibiru, Keklandia,
Neptune, and now people have reached and Mars. In 2289 a small group of cosmonauts from 3 countries( Russia, Kazakhstan

and Kyrgyzstan) was sent to the Red Planet. They landed, studied the planet a little and began to build up and live there.
You play as the commander of a group of cosmonauts on Mars and you need to build a colony, upgrade it, collect resources and

survive on this planet, so that the Earthmen can later move to Mars.
Features:

-Ability to be an astronaut
-Ability to build and manage a settlement

-Ability to visit Mars
-Strategy with pixel art graphics

-3 game modes: Campaign (levels), free play and God mode (from the beginning of the game you will have a lot of resources)
-Different types of buildings and resources

-Good soundtrack
-Steam achievements
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This game was ok for the first 5 mins playing but the graphics are terrible as in the day\/night and the movement is a bit too
unrealistic, iv refunded the game as i dont think even at the current price its worth that, but if this game gets improved and made
a bit more fun to play and look at then i will be happy to re buy the game, there was a old game i played that was the same. put
some tresure or somthing in there to find change how dark things get when its night and ill be back.. greedy money grabbing
excuse of a full price game -.- what a utter disappointment.. Game is really buggy. When I open it is in a really small window
that I can not maximize or enlarge. I change the option in game to full screen and it blockes everything else out but the screen
size is still the same, I tried to play anyways (really hard to see) and the multiplayer is reaally buggy. I reaaaly wish they would
make a solid risk game. I found one on a different website but there are ads. I am dissapointed in steam not vetting this game
better : /. As much as I would love to recommend this game, I can't. The artwork is great and the music is okay (but can get
repetitive), but there's a fatal flaw -- the objects for which you seek are frequently incredibly tiny (you better have a 120-inch
monitor and a magnifying glass). Additionally, many of the objects appear completely differently in the scene than they do in
the picture of the object. For example, in the second chapter, one of the objects was displayed as a red wheel, but appeared in
the scene as a yellow wheel, shown at a different angle than in the picture. Lastly, some objects were completely covered (no
part of the object was visible) and I "found" them only by accident when I was clicking all over the page.

The issue of objects appearing differently than pictured is annoying and makes the game frustrating, but I can accept that. What
I cannot accept is that many of the objects are so tiny that you have to sit within inches of your monitor in order to see them.
This game literally gives me headaches from having to squint and focus so intently. If I knew the objects were going to be so
small, I would not have purchased the bundle. For reference, I'm playing this on a 55" television, sitting 5 to 6 feet away.

One of the things the developer should do, considering the objects are so small, is have an in-game magnifying glass so you can
more easily view the scene and search for the objects. If they were to do that, then I would be much more likely to recommend
this game.. A bit of a glass cannon, Gat boasts a powerful ranged shotgun and an auto-aiming John Woo send-up Mayhem.
Unfortunately the Mayhem often has problems locking on target, leaving you pointing at a wall despite knowing there are
enemies around. It also renders you immobile but not invunerable, so it's a very risk-versus-reward attack, with a lot of the risk
being the game's mechanics. Still, it's Gat, and if that's enough for you, then so is this DLC.. You know what would make this
app great? Streaming support.. First time playing Vacation Simulator, but I disliked that my backpack never became a backpack
:(
It was always a transparent green and I was never able to retrieve my camera for the beach resort and therefore my guides would
not let me proceed with my virtual vacation, very sad.
. If you want a new shoot 'em up specifically in the vein of Gradius, you'll find it here. While the graphics and music might be a
little cheesy or off-putting, the weapons, stages, and bosses will literally blow you away, and you'll love every second of it. I've
started a new run maybe thirty times and only recently beat it, so expect plenty of deaths and game overs, but pushing yourself a
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little harder to reach the next insane boss or stage is totally worth it.

The weapons are pretty standard, but the power-up system is just different enough to catch you off guard when you finally bite
it and lose a few points and your weapons power down. Thankfully, while the game is pretty hardcore and the bosses are totally
nuts, there are several checkpoints and mid-points during stages and boss fights that give you a few upgrades so you're not
totally ruined when you twitched into a ceiling or missile just seconds from a victory.. Incredibly good Rogue-Like even in it's
current basic state. I've played tons of rougelike games over the years (angband, nethack, rogue, elonia, etc) and this game is no
different. high difficulty with a lot of emphasis on strategy and item management with enough RNG to make runs feels
different every playthrough. It's basic in it's features so far but it's going in the right direction with every update. If you're still
not sure about the game, the "demo" version is available on Kongregate.com to play. Highly recommend to anyone who loves
roguelikes. I like Dev Guy. Its a mildly humorous game steeped in parody. and over all its pretty short. Its definitely a free game
to pick up and play through in the little bit it actually takes to complete!
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This is all I need to say http://prntscr.com/ap5cp8. Despite that the game is a bit short, it's a good game.. Just marathoned this
game over the weekend and it’s already my favorite adventure game experience of the past few years. Fantastic story,
compelling characters, great voice acting, beautiful art, a charming Bernard Herrmann-inspired score, and a truly innovative
approach to detective work. When it comes to solving cases, the game places a great deal of responsibility on your instincts as a
player and doesn’t hold your hand to keep you from making mistakes. Careless choices or shoddy interrogation methods will
lead you to burn witnesses, giving the player no choice but to close cases prematurely. I’m certain I ended up convicting the
wrong suspect at least once, but at no point did the game scold me or alert me to my failure. Like an actual detective, I was left
with the more powerful gnawing feeling that I could have done more with the information I was given — a feeling that is sure to
inspire many future playthroughs.. hi,, i have this game for jears now,and it stil is a great game,,its better then the rome city
builders IMO
you have many campaigns,each whith there own missions
i now there is the resolution problem but you can easy DL a file for that fix,it even runs on win,8+10 and i run in high res,
1920-1080 wide screen
the city's look very nice,there is combat,trade,dissasters,gods,wildlife,and you have a personale,mansion for your own savings
for those that want,you can make your own missions aswel

GODS there are manny :)) and all need your attention like a shild,or they wil mess you up big time :))
combat,, its OK , i mean no fancy stuf but its ok and fun aswel ,many differend enemy's wil want your head and the city's
funds,even your own pfaraoh wil attack your humble city if you upset him,,how rude is that guy :)
monuments,,oo boy i hope you love building monuments,and are good at managing resourches,it do's take some time to build
them,,and there are many
city ,, it can become large and sometimes you wil need to build large aswel,they look nice,colorfull and magestic :))
i stil love it and stil have loads of fun
for its price this should be in every city builders list of games
just DL the fix file for the resolution and have fun :)). Do not waste your money on this. I LOVE escape games and puzzles. this
one is more about clicking the right pixels and the puzzles made no sense. the controls are a bit off somehow and its simply not
worth 50cents. Even if this was free I would regret installing it. THIS GAME ENDING SUCKED. THE STORY ITSELF WAS
OKAY, BUT THEN YOU DO SOME DARK AND TWISTY♥♥♥♥♥♥ THEN SLAP US WITH 10 MINUTES OF
MONOTONE MELODRAMATIC HOOTINANY. COMPLETE AND ABSOLUTE HORSE HOCKEY! I WAS ALSO
ADVISED TO ADD ARGLEBARGLE TO THE LIST OF DESCRIPTORS TO DESCRIBE YOUR GAME.. hello, just i'll try
to explain the problem is i faced. Firstly i start to buy some products from global market and sell them in 2 trade centre. And i
reached from 5 M to 50 M dolar. then i start to bulid factories and produce my product. The problem is that ;

buying form global market a pruduct 60 Dolar and selling it around 75 dolar

producing in foctory same product cost 30 Dolar and i cannat sell it 75 dolar again - even if better quality
i can only selling it 45 dolar means same profit before

somebody can explain to me pls ???. Nice game, love the choice of bosses.
good time spender. This game gets REALLY boring REALLY quick!
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